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For the past few months, CAS Library has been working with a document management software company to digitize pieces of its collection. One sub-section is the collection of Summer School materials. These include: lectures, Alumni News, photos, rosters, brochures, flyers, and registration cards, with some items dating back to Jellinek’s first Summer School session in 1943. We chose its software due to its zonal OCR and access permissions abilities.

Zonal OCR allows the scanner to choose a particular area to scan and then automatically translate to text and index. While the default is using a rectangular selector, the program can even use the surrounding pixels, such as a title, as points of reference to make the scan more accurate. Our first attempt at zonal OCR used registration cards, which we have for all of the educational opportunities the Center has ever offered dating back to 1943. These have the names of alumni in the top left corner. If we can use zonal OCR accurately, then we will be able to top-load a stack of registration cards in the copy machine and let the computer do the rest. We will need to adjust the program a bit for each year, but if zonal OCR works well with the registration cards, then we can try using it on any type of form, thus saving time, energy, and money in the digitization effort.

After attempting the process, we found that it did work well. We were afraid that cards in which the year was printed on a line would disrupt the zonal OCR, but there was no issue. Although the text was in a slightly different location for each card, even within the same year range (because the print was added with a typewriter rather than printed from a computer), the system had no trouble locating the font, translating it to computer-readable text, and inserting it in the correct index field. We could not have multiple zonal OCRs happening simultaneously. For instance, we could not run a card through the procedure and have the zonal OCR pick up and index both the Name and Address. We had to scan each card twice, once for the Name and once for the Address. But, this was no hindrance compared to inputting all the information manually.

The second plus is access permissions. Due to the Center’s sensitive subject matter, we need to make sure that the library’s digital collection can differentiate between in-house and public files. The in-house files include personal records, like the registration cards. Their use is limited to official access only; any use by the public would be a violation of
privacy. Additionally, there are copyrighted pieces, such as the *Quarterly Journal of Studies on Alcohol*. The range between public and private material led the library to establish various levels of access, with the software allowing rights to be assigned at the point of digitization.

In our access permissions workflow, undergraduate assistants scan documents and deposit them in the central folder. They check for readability and approve the document for review. Then, graduate students or librarians approve OCR processing. And lastly, grad students or librarians double-check that the item is correctly placed in the in-house or public folder. All in all, the staff checks the document four times. Plus, the program does a regular sweep to make sure all files have made it to the correct directory. Therefore, by the end of a document’s journey it will be checked, double-checked, triple-checked, and so on.

At the start, we did have some trouble with documents going to the correct folders, as shown in the workflows section of the poster. However, these problems would be a document skipping processing or moving back to the initial folder after being approved. One file was accidentally copied millions of times. But, there were never any problems in which a file that was supposed to be in-house went public. And, working with the vendor, we were able to figure out how to adjust the system and have the documents sent to the correct folders at the correct time.

With these tools at our disposal, this software has the potential to be a valuable asset for digitizing our Summer School collection and other pieces of CAS Library’s growing digital footprint.